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BEFORE YOU START THE ASSEMBLY, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING TIPS AND WARNINGS.

❶ Do a quick inventory to
make sure the package
contains all the parts and
hardware listed in the
assembly instructions.

❷ Missing, damaged and
defective parts can be replaced at
no cost to you. Please refer to the
CONTACT card included with the
product.

❸ The replacement parts service is
limited to the continental United States.
If you reside in Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
U.S. Dependencies or other countries,
please contact the supplier from where
the unit was purchased.

❹ If during assembly you find an
issue or need clarification, please
contact our Customer Service for
assistance. Please refer to the
CONTACT card included with the
product.

❺ On each step read the
instructions and analyze the
illustrations thoroughly before
proceeding to do the assembly.

❽ Do not overtighten or force
the screws as they might break,
strip, damage the threads of the
holes or get stuck inside the
part.

❻ Make sure you understand
which hardware will be used on
each step. Using the wrong size of
screw, bolt or pin might strip the
threads or cause damage to the
part in which it is being used.

❼ To avoid misalignments,
always leave the screws loose
and tighten them until all pieces
are positioned correctly.

❾ Sometimes the laminate might cover partially or entirely the
hole on a panel. If there is no visible hole for the screw, pass and
press the tip of your finger over the area where the hole should be
located to feel the indentation, and once found, carefully pierce the
laminate to reveal the hole underneath.

❿ If the hole seems too small for the screw, first make sure you
are using the correct size of screw and that it’s been installed in the
correct hole. If the hole still appears to be too small, carefully pierce
the laminate to reveal the hole’s actual size.
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•ASSEMBLY STEPS:

(Parts shown upside-down with 

RIGHT leg facing towards the LEFT) 
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■ On the Metal Beam (5), qty. 4 of the screws H come

already per-installed, please remove them and

save them for using until step #9. You will be able

to adjust the length of the beam as needed for the

following steps.

(Screws A go at each end, 

screws B go on the sides) 

■ SCREWS (remove)

Cl 6X10 MM

@)lx4 r 

■ Use Screws A & B to assemble the

Right Leg (1) and Left Leg ( 2) to the

Metal Beam (5).

■ SCREWS

B 6X12MM

[:a x4

(;I 6X14MM

€)a x8
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• First loosen both nuts on each end of the Transmission Rod (6) using the spanner wrench.

P.7

This end goes into 
the RIGHT leg with 
the motor. 

■ Then insert the adjustable inner rod into the LEFT leg,jiggling it so it can find the inner hole on
the box, and push it further so it comes out on the other side of the box.

■ Make sure you DON'T CONNECT the right side while doing this step.

Insert inner rod all the way thru 

2 

. a 
...... .. ..... ..... . j 

DO NOT CONNECT 
ON THIS SIDE YET!!! 

INSERT ON 
LEFT SIDE 
ONLY � 

0 

(motor) 

Make sure it comes out 
on other side of box 

The end with the inner rod

goes into the box of the 

LEFT LEG

Terminal3
Oval

Terminal3
Line
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■ Use Screws D to assemble the Control Panel (10)

to the Desk Top (9).
Use Screws G to assemble the Power Box (11)
to the Desk Top (9).

�•• Screws H to tighten the Motel Beam (5). 
■ Note: These are the 4 screws taken from

the beam (5) in step 1 plus the 4 screws
that come in the screws set.

■ SCREWS

I!) 4X20MM

(lmmD x2

� 4X16MM

(llmm> x2 

■ SCREWS

CJ 6X10 MM

�x8
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Handset Instructions 

Ir' 0 v 
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Height adjustment: 

1 2 3 

Adjust the height of the desk using the" t" or" ,1." button. 

Height display in Centimeters (CM) or Inches: 

0 �, 

', 

� M 
/ 

To select or switch the height display in CM or inches, press buttons "1 ", 

"2" and "M" together for about 5 seconds until the display flashes, and 

immediately press for 5 seconds the button "1 " for CM or "2" for inches. 

Height Memory Settings: 

Set the desk to your desired height, and then press the "M" button until 

the display flashes, and press the "1 " button to save into the memory in 

that button. Repeat this procedure to save different height positions to 

buttons "2 ", "3 " and "4 ". 

Unit reset: 

If the handset doesn't operate on the first use, or becomes non-responsive, 

reset the device following this procedure: 

Press and hold the" � " AND" T " buttons at the same time; in about 
10~15 seconds the table will come down to the lowest position, and it will 

beep once it stops, you can now release the buttons and the control panel 

will show the approximate lowest height. The reset is done and you can 

now operate the functions normally. The reset should not affect the 

information saved into the memory buttons, but if it does, please proceed 

to set the height memory settings again. 
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